
 
 

 

 

This innovative intervention directly benefits refugees. 
They will be able to make independent decisions on 
when and how much food to take from the Food ATM. 
An on-demand distribution method better ensures 
their safety as it will be more difficult for robbers to 
predict when they will retrieve food. It also contributes 
to increased nutritional intake due to decreased food 
loss and less chance of food waste or rotting. 

The Food ATM also benefits the host Government 
through creation of local markets via local sourcing, 
improved position of local retailers, and local 
employment through training of Quality Control staff.

Through this new way of working and specifically 
through local sourcing of food commodities, 
implementing organizations such as WFP will have 
immense cost savings along the supply chain and a 
reduced carbon footprint to the environment.

Revolutionizing  providing food to refugees

The World Food Programme (WFP) and 
World Vision (WVI) joined forces to come 
up with an innovative, cost-effective, and 
localized approach to solving these 
challenges and, in turn, boosting local 
economies, local supply chain, and local 
capacities, while reducing the carbon 
footprint of assistance. 

At food distribution points in refugee 
camps, food is often lost, mishandled, or 
wasted by the time refugees receive it. 
Refugees usually lack proper storage 
systems for the food they receive which 
exposes them to disease and sickness as 
food is not kept properly. Refugees are also 
vulnerable to theft as food distributions 
take place at a regular time and at the 
same place. Food is mainly procured 
internationally which results in high costs 
for the assisting organizations.

The Food ATM (Automated Teller Machine) is 
an automated food dispensary at refugee 
camp distribution points. The machines 
contain food commodities which are locally 
procured. Food will no longer need to be 
transported in bulk from another country or 
continent, nor will it need to be packaged 
and repackaged on-site or distributed by 
scooping or similar method. Essentially, the 
Food ATM provides continuous, monitored 
commodities in an on-demand solution. With 
the Food ATM, refugees take a shopping cart 
into a clean, cool warehouse where each 
machine contains a specific food item. They 
swipe their SCOPE card and select the 
amount of food they want and able to carry 
and store at home. The machines will be 
maintained and filled by local people trained 
by WFP and WVI experts. 

is it?
WHAT

will it help?
WHO

FOOD ATM



 

is  involved?HowSCOPE
SCOPE is WFP’s beneficiary identity and benefit 
management system which informs of the 
beneficiaries, their entitlements, instructions 
to the appropriate delivery mechanism, and 
provides feedback on whether the right 
amount of transfer has been given. SCOPE also 
receives back data on the types of items 
redeemed by the beneficiary. 

Food is available at the Food ATMs with the swipe 
of the SCOPE Card, much like the process of cash 
withdrawals at bank ATMs. The SCOPE card tracks 
each usage and maintains monthly rations. 
(highlight the following sentences) WFP will 
receive valuable, real-time data to manage 
back-end operations more efficiently. WFP will 
know better the people it serves and provide 
them with a more personalized assistance with 
accurate insights to beneficiary habits, usage, 
refill amounts, and needs.

 It will create enormous efficiencies and cost-savings in 
supply chain; ensure safety of and better food quality to 
affected people and reduce food waste and loss; boost 
local economies through local procurement, local 
management of food, and local people hired; and increase 
affected peoples’ access to food and decision-making in 
the commodity/cash space through the on-demand 
distribution method. Through cost savings, more funds 
will be available to WFP and WVI to help affected people in 
more effective ways. The Food ATM will directly work and 
support the Host Government to strengthen the economy 
through local sourcing in an “Africa for Africa” approach.

What is the

IMPACT?

One Food ATM will be live following the 
six-month pilot this year. Based on lessons 
learned and scalability options, WFP and 
WVI aim to launch five more Food ATMs 
through next year. 

NEXT STEPS?
What are the
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For more information

Mr. Christopher Hoffman, World Vision 
(christopher_hoffman@wvi.org) 

Mr. Adrian van der Knaap, World Food 
Programme (adrian.vanderknaap@wfp.org)

How does it 

WORK?
FOOD ATM

CEREAL OIL

Bulk and locally 
procured commodities 
supply the Food ATMs

This will 
encourage the 

growth of 
sustainable local 

markets and 
boost local retail 

engagement

Refugees visit the Food ATM 
whenever they want with 

pre-funded SCOPE cards and 
independently decide how much 

to take within limit of their SCOPE 
card (refilled monthly)

They return home 
and store their 

food securely and 
safely

WFP receives valuable 
data to manage the 
back-end operations 

in a viable and 
efficient way.

With just one Food ATM, thousands 
of refugees will improve nutritional 
intake and gain safer access to food 
assistance. At scale, the Food ATM will 
be accessible to hundreds of 
thousands of refugees and become a 
global solution to food loss at the 
household level.


